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Patent law covers the particular section of intellectual property, patent which could be any
inventions made by the people. The patent law governs all actions associated with the patent
whether it is patent use or unauthorized cases.  These laws enable people to protect their patents
and determine the appropriate actions against the people who wrongfully use their creations.  The
patent attorneys specialized in patent law knows all nitty-gritty of this law and assists their clients in
protecting their creations.

What creations can be patented?

Usually, the creations that fall under the purview of the patent will be patented.  Make sure that not
everything is patentable and you have to apply for patent to avail the patent protection of your
creation to the United States Patent and Trademark office. There are special kinds of products that
can be patented.

* Processes â€“ If you invented a particular process of creating something which is unique then you
can apply for the patent protection such as a process invented to create machine or any medicines.

* Machines- All kinds of mechanical devices that are unique and invented first time in market will be
protected under the patent law. Whether it is small equipment, heavy machines or home appliances
all fall under the purview of the patent law.

* Composition - It refers to the chemical substances as when you invent new compound of
chemicals then you can go for the patent protection for that specific compound.

* Manufacture - Though it is similar to the machine but there are some aspects that differentiates it
from the machine category. In that â€œcatch allâ€• category is applied such as a pencil which is
manufactured but not comes under the machine is also patented under the manufacturer patent
protection.

*  Combination of any or all â€“ Indeed, the combination of any or all above given inventions will also be
subjected to the patent protection. For example, if any one creates new machine and new method of
designing new machine then both will be patented.

Types of the governing patent laws:

Usually, the patent law is separated into two major categories of the laws one is national and other
is international. In order to make the patent law more comprehensive the international law protects
the patents from all across the globe.

Unite States: In the United States, the United States Patent and Trademark office governs all
actions of the patent ranging from issuing the patent and determining which creation can be
patented or not. Moreover, everything related to patent law will be fall under this authority.

International Law: International law ensures people to protect t their patent all across the globe. In
order to that, there are several international treaties have been enforced between countries
regarding the patent protection.

There are multiple occasions when people realize that someone can misuse their patented creation
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at that moment they need to have support of patent attorney having proper knowledge of patent
laws. Moreover, lawyer will assist the people for filing the patent protection properly.
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